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p>Are Payday Loan Clients Consumers Who Might Benefit From Credit? The typical
payday loan customer has lower or moderate income, is in an early household period and
has kids, has little liquid assets, and uses other kinds of credit. Chapter I of the
monograph gives a succinct description of the loan product, its expenses, as well as
regulation.
Chapter II summarizes psychological and economic models for consumer credit
decisions. These versions will be the framework for evaluation of the evidence on loan
decisions. Products, some borrowers may have problems while some can pay in time and

receive benefits from the item repaying. This monograph presents evidence out of a 2007
poll on the demographic and economic characteristics of payday loan customers, their
routines of payday loan use, their comprehension of choices and payday loan expenses,
and results of payday loan use and reviews evidence. This monograph attempts to assess
whether payday loan customers are aware of the level to which loan benefits or harms
customers and what they're doing when they use loan.
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Questionnaire data is described by chapter III. Chapter IV assesses whether or not
demographic and economic features of payday loan clients are consistent with predictions
by the economic model for consumer credit use. Chapter V examines payday loan
customers' most new payday loan transaction for evidence of whether or not customers'
decisions are smart and purposive.
Chapter VI reviews evidence from studies which investigate whether or not consumers
obtain whether or not payday loans any benefits from cash loans direct to unsustainable
levels of debt which end in default. Chapter VII provides conclusions and a succinct
summary.
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